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Solitary Waves of Nonlinear Dispersive Evolution 
Equations with Critical Power Nonlinearities 
We studs 11x nonlinear Schriithngrr (NLS J, gcneralued Kortcweg- dc Vrics 
(GKdV). & gcnemlizcd BcnJamiwC)no equations (GBO) ailh (.YIII(.N/ power 
nonlinenritics. The ground-state solitary wave is conditionally stable module the 
group of translations in space and phase. and dilations. This is a natural cutens~on 
of the result for subcritical nonlincaritizs. where solitary WBVL’S arc stable module 
translatmns :done. IO a ci,Sc where solutmns may blow up. We also present results 
on global cxistcnce for CiRO and lhc structure of sinpularitlcs for certain solutions 
of CiHO. which arc m~alogues of prekms results by the author for Y4LS and 
GKdV. ‘I. 1987 4cx,em,c PlW lnc 
In this paper WC study solitary waves of nonlinear dispcrsivc evolution 
equations where there is a “critical” balance between dispersion and a 
power nonlinearity. We focus on three model equations: the nonlinear 
Schr6dingcr cquaton (NLS) (2. I ); the generalized Kortewcg-de Vrics 
equaton (GKdV) (2.2), and the gcncralized Benjamin- Ono equation 
(GBO) (2.3). The results of this paper, however, can be generalized to 
equations of the types 
$--( -o)‘“(%+!J,I” ’ q4=0 (1.1) 
an d 
where 4: W: x R, 4 @: N3 I, for suilablc p, m, and AC In (1.2) we can also 
take the nonlinear term to bc 4” ‘4, or 14 (I’ ’ 4 * with 4 real-valued. The 
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special cases of greatest interest due to their relevance as physical modei;, 
are: Eq. (1.1) with m= I (NLS), (1.2) with m= 1 (GKdV), and (1.2) wit5 
m = 4 (GBO). For these model equations the following picture has beer! 
established (up to a technical point discussed below). There is a critical 
exponent 
such that for p <per the ground-state solitary waves are stable module :ht.: 
group of translations in space and phase [see [We 3, WC 3. ABH. l-S<), 
i.e.: orhiid stahilil~y. If p >p,,, NLS is known to have solutions witb finire 
energy data which blow up in finite time [G]. We believe !hat ihc 
analogous statement holds as well for GBO and GKdV. It is clear Iha! 
modulo the group of space and phase translations that a blowing-up 
solution does not stay near a solitary wave. In fact it has been shown II.>; 
NLS, GKdV, and BO for p>pCr that the solitary wake is not stable in this 
sense [HC. We I, SS. RSS]. 
T11c main result of this paper (Theorem 4) is that In rhc uitimi LUS;’ 
p = PC,., lho .wlitar): Ivaw iv mnditionatl~ orbiIul!~ .stah!fJ imchlo cI Iurgf-. 
group of’ sywtmc~ri&, namely that consisting of t-ranslatiorls in space and 
phase, and dihions. Here conditional orbital stability means orbitai 
stability, over a maximal time interval of cxistcncc. relative to small pcrtar- 
bations for which the L’ norm of the data equals the L’ norm of the 
solitary wave. From our proof it is clear why this class of data is naturai. 
in addition, WC present results on global existence for GBO (Theorem :‘:) 
and on the structure of singularities for certain solutions of GE)0 
(Theorem 2) which are analogous to results obtained for NLS and C;KdV 
in [We 1: We 3: We 51. Finally, we obtain the optimal constant <or :, 
family of general interpolation estimates (Lemma I ) of “Gagliardo - 
Nirenberg” type which is required in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3. 
Our method of proof of Thcorcm 4 is to construct a suitable Lyapun:::; 
functional to measure the distance of the solution from the solitary 
wave orbit. The lirst application of this technique in rhe context of 2 
nonlinear dispersive partial differential equation appears in the work of 
Hcnjamin [Be] on the stability of the I-soliton for t.hc Kortewcg dc Vrics 
equation. This approach was used earlier by Arnold [Ar] in his study 6 
the stability of stationary plane flows in an ideal fluid. 
Xotation. We shall dcnotc by 1 .f I,, the L”(iR “) norm off; (f. R) the 
complex L’(R”) inner product of f and g. and by i! ,i ;j , the Scbeictv 
P’.2( R”) norm of J Ail integrals arc understood !o bc over all W“’ w-i& 
respect Lebesgue measure unless otherwise indicated. 
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2. STRUCTURE OF SINGIJLAR SOI.IJT~ONS, GLOBAI. EXISTENCE, 
AND SHARP INTERPOLATIO?J ESTIMATES 
In [CL, We 3. We 4, ABH, We 6-J. the stability of the ground-state 
solitary wave for the nonlinear dispersive equations 
$,+n~+,I’(II/,I’)d=o NLS equation (2.1) 
~!+il(~),-t~,,,=O GKdV equation (2.2) 
and 
~,+44),+(W)xx=O GBO equation (2.3) 
are studied. 
Here r;rf’- IY ’ .j’ (x-v) ‘,j’(,p) 4~ denotes the Hilbert transform of ,f: 
The functions A(. ) and f’( .) satisfy suitable growth conditions and are 
“attractive” nonlinearities in the scnsc that they support nonlinear bound 
states. Well-posedness of (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) for the initial value problem 
(IVP) in the space C’( [O: T); N*(R)) is a conscqucncc of results in [GV, 
Ho, KI ABF‘S]. The ground-stufe solitary wave is a positive, symmetric, and 
dccrcasing tf’* solution of the evolution equation of the form R(x: E) ci6’ 
for NLS, and R(x-- 19) for GKdV and GBO. Here m = I for NLS and 
GKdV and M = l for GBO. Thus R satisfies a scmilinear ciliptic problem 
which arks upon substitution of these waveforms into NLS. GKdV, and 
GBO. The existence of solitary waves has been considered in [S, BL. Bo: 
Wch]. WC shall assume 
(U) the positive 1Y solitary wave is unique up to translations. 
In [Wc3, We4. We6, BSS] it was proved, for a iargc class of nonlinear 
dispersive equations. that the ground-state solitary wave is orbituf[!: 
stable if 
or equivalently 
~~.~~R(~, E)] <O, 
(2.4) 
where .v? denotes the Hamiltonian generating the equations of motion (see 
(3.5)). It has been shown that this condition is sharp in a number of cases 
[SS, BSS, GSS]. 
Here, the ground state orbit, Cc(R). is Mined modulo the group of trans- 
lations in space and phase. namely 
C:(R)= u {R(. +y) c'; 1;: E [0, 27-c), y E IFS‘* ;. 
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Orbital stability, in this context, means that d(.: I) stays near C(R) 
provided the initial condition d(t =O, . ) = &,(. ) is near C’(R) in a scnsc 
which is made precise in the articles cited above. For the case of power 
nonlinearilics 
f’(IQi’)= IcjGi” ’ (/, for NLS 
A($) = (bn or iq!I”- ! q5 (f. real-valued or 9: comp!ex-valued 
for GKdV and GHO: (2.5 ) 
conditions (2.4) and (2.4’) reduce to the “subcriticality” conditions 
p < i + (41X) for NLS, p < 5 for GKdV and p < 3 for GBO. WC shail call 
per = 1 +4,/N. 5: 3, respectively. the critical case. 
When p >, pCI . it is known that the ground solitary ivavc of NLS i5 not 
stable in the above sense. In general, the solution to !he IVP (2.1) ma! 
blow up in finite time in H’ [C;]. We conjecture this behavior as well fo: 
GKdV and GBO in the supcrcritical cast. Xeverthciess, for NLS in the 
critical case computer simulations suggest an important role for the ground 
state in the asymptotics of singular solutions (see.. e.g.. [ZS. SSP. MPSS, 
LPSS]). An analytical result of this type was prescntcd in [Wej]. 
Let i.(t)_lVR~~!IV~(f)i~.Then, therearefunctions;,jr)E~’ andJ(;)ER,’ 
such !hat 
i”‘,:(t) qs(i(t)(.+J’(t)): t) e’:““, R(.) (2.f:) 
strongiy in /iI( For GKdV with real-valued 4 wc take ;)(I) ~0 in (2.6). 
We observe here that the techniques of [We5] apply to yicid 
1. Let i(t)= (R, - c?,HR)~(~(r), - ? 1; Hfb( t i ). Then thaw 
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are ,functions y(t) E R amf y(t) E IL! such thul (2.6) holds with N= 1 .strongly 
in H’;2( R). For real-l;alurd Cp we take y(t) G 0 in (I .6). 
Thus the extended ground state orbit g(R). acts as an “attractor” to 
singular solutions with data lying on the manifold specified by do E N” and 
& satisfying condition (1 ). 
The proof of Thcorcm 2 requires the following sharp interpolation result 
for the case I’ = 4. 
LEMMA 1. Let 1’~ H”‘(;W). Then, J’E L”(R) for all I > 2 und 
(i) IJ’Ir<C, <J; --Z,HJ)‘,‘” ’ I,(/:, 
(ii) Ihe optimal constant C, is 
~~~herc R is u nonnqatiw H’!2 solution of 
-C,HR+ R-R’-‘=O. 
The lemma follows from the solution of the problem: 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
minimize (,/I -;xfij’)+ ’ I.rlf/l f’;;, 
su bjcct to ,f & 0 and [E H”‘. 
(2.9) 
A proof that the minimum is attained can be constructed along the lines of 
the argument presented in ) Wcl 1. There, a minimizing scqucnce {,f;) can 
bc replaced by ( 1.f; 1 ) and then (1 .&I *}, where h* is the symmetric 
rearrangement of h. To carry this out here it suffices to note that 
(II, -i?,ffh) > (IhI, -3,yf-I (I?!) (2.10) 
and 
(h, --c:,Hh) 2 (h*, -Z,Hh*). (2.11) 
These propcrtics can bc seen to follow from the fact that exp { (d/dx) HZ > is 
a positivity preserving operator with a monotonically decreasing con- 
volution kernel K,(lxl) (see [We6]). In fact, 
ev { 
~Htjjw’ j t [t2+(X--)‘)‘] ‘.f’(y)dy 
The proof of Theorem 2 follows the proof of Theorem I presented in 
[We5]. WC let 1, be a sequence approaching the blow up time T* and 
defined the sequence of scaled profiles @A = ii ‘(tk) $(4tx) x. I~). It is 
found that: 
(a) The sequence {‘ibA > converges, modulo translations, to some 
nonLero limit function on L”, p > 2, even without constraint ( ! ) and 
(b) if (1) holds, then {CD,<) forms a minimbing sequence of the 
variational problem 
inf{.A(j’):fEII”, 1 f’j2=IR/2). 
whose minimum is attained at the solitary wave. (A”. the lklamiltonian. is 
defined by (2.13).) Morcovcr, this minimizing seyuencc has a subsequence 
that converges, module translations, to R. Furthermore under assumptiori 
(U), the limit is independent of the sequence { !k ) 1 
In addition to its applicability in the proof of Theorem 2. Lemma 1 can 
also be used to prove for GBO an analoguc of Theorem .A in jWcI j for 
NLS and Theorem 2 in [ We3 ] for GKdV. 
where R is the solitary wave profile solving the Euler- Lagrange equation in 
the statement of the lemma. 
Proof: In analogy with the casts of NLS [We1 ] and GKdV [Wc3], by 
[ABSF] it suffices to obtain an a priori bound on I/ $(l!\!, ?. For p -= 3, wc 
have the conserved integrals of GBO 
and 
.x(4)= [ ]lf,l’. (2.i4) 
These conserved integrals together with the sharp estimate of Lemma 1 
imply 
This together with the conservation of %,l/‘(d) implies the required a priori 
csiimatc on Ii d(t)\l, ,?. 1 
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Theorems 1 and 2 charactcrizc the asymptotics of solutions satisfying (1) 
and which blow up. What about the behavior of solutions satisfying (1) 
that do not blow up? The existence of a large group of symmctrics in the 
critical case (see, e.g., [GV, Wc5, MPSS]) for NLS and the fact that 
solutions may blow up. suggest hat an cxtcnded definition of orbit may bc 
required. We define the extended orbit of the ground state taking dilations, 
as well as translations into account 
f(R)zu ~r”“2R(i(.+4:))e”‘(i.E~.I:E~~, y~[O,Zz)l. (3.1) 
WC also introduce an extension of metric p used in [We31 and [We41 to 
measure the distance to ground-state orbit. The deviation of & ., t) from 
z(R) is defined in terms of 
We define 
+ E(w(t; 2, J, 7). w(t; i, y, 7))). (3.3j 
Hcrc. the infimum is taken over J’E R,‘, ;! E [0, 271) and 1” E R ’ with ;’ z 0 in 
the case of C# real-valued for GKdV and GBO. 
Reforc stating our stability theorem WC remark that we consider 
solutions of NLS (m = 1) in C( [0, 7’*); /{‘(IRS)) [GV]. solutions of GKdV 
(rn= I) in C([O, T*); H”(R)) [K], and solutions of GBO (m= f) in 
C([O, T”); H’(P)) [ABFS]. Here 7‘* is the maximal time of existence. It 
can bc shown that tither T* < cc and [I&z)~,,, + +.x as t 7 T* or 
I’*= +x,. 
The following result complements Theorem 1 and Theorem 2: 
TIKORtM 4. Let p = I + 4/N ,ji)r NLS, p = 5 ,for GKdV, md p = 3 ,fbr 
G BO. Supple c#,, sutisfies condition (I ) of Theorem 1, and us.wne 
hypothrws (Pl) md (P2) (helo~*). Then, jkr any c > 0 iluw is u 6 = C?(E) 
such that $‘fiL(do: c(R)) < c‘i tlzrrl.for a11 t E [O, T*) p,(&t), c(R)) <i:. 
Whereas Theorems 1 and 2 are a stronger statement about blowing-up 
solutions satisfying condition (l), in that it is global and characterizes the 
limit. Thcorcm 3 is a statement about a// data satisfying (1) in a tubular 
neighborhood of the extended orbit, F(R). Theorems 1 and 2 are proved 
using variational methods, the main tools being sharp interpolation 
estimates (e.g., Lemma 1 and Corollary 2.1 of [We1 1) and the principle of 
concentration compactness [LPL]. To prove Theorem 4 WC use the 
method of Lyapunov function&. 
P!oc!joJ‘ ‘Thcoretn 4. We shall outline the proof, and refer to [WC~] for 
certain details in the arguments, that are similar to the subcritical cast. We 
first note that NLS, GKdV, and GBO have conserved integrals which we 
denote by 
NLS, GKdV, RO 
(3.41 
N LS, GKdV 
.P [(b] = (3.5) 
GBO. 
Now we dcfinc the Lyapunov functionat 
Next, to keep track of the deviation of Q( .) t) from ?(I?) we introduce 
ix ‘d,(L(.+,vj: I)&;-R+w(.. I), I!’ = L! + /I:, (3.5) 
where i = j.(l). +s =~(t), and ;’ = ;‘(I) will bc specified. Now, using that 6 is 
a conserved integral and its symmetry propcrtics, ‘wc have 
The linear operators 
NLS, GKdV 
I- + = (33) 
GHO 
and 
-A +I;-- R4.’ 2 16 LS. GKdV 
L =( 
e&&R2 
(3.9) 
GRO 
are. respectively, the real and imaginary parts of ! hc linearized operator. 
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Rmmh-s. The stability theory requires two conditions on the operator 
L ,. : 
(PI ) the only zero modes of 1, ,. are generated by translation 
invarianccs and 
(1’2) L ,. has exactly one negative eigenvalue which is simple. 
Condition (P2) follows from general variational arguments [We4; We6: 
Proposition 4.21. For GKdV solitary waves (PI ) follows from simple ODE 
arguments [WcZ]. In [We41 it is observed that (PI ) holds for NLS in 
dimension A’= 1 for all p and in dimension N= 3 for p < 3. For GBO with 
p = 2 the spectrum has been calculated explicity in [BBBS] and (Pl) has 
been verified. Once out of the realm of second order orrlinur.~~ differential 
operators, there dots not appear to be any general results on establishing 
(PI). (PI ) is connected with uniqueness up to translations of the ground- 
state solitary wave. 
If i(t), J(I), and ;!(t) are chosen as prescribed by the ji,-metric WC have 
that u and c satisfy the linear relations 
( u, R4.‘:‘VR > = 0 NLS, GKdV 
(u, R2R’) =O GBO 
(3.10) 
(t’, R4’IL) co NLS: GKdV 
(c,R’) =0 GBO 
(3.11) 
(u, --V~(QVR)+EK’R)=O NLS, GKdV 
(u, (E-2,H)QR) =o GBO, 
(3.12) 
where Q a lirst order operator, is the generator of the dilation group, 
,f(x) I+ i2’ws(I’ - “,f’(i.X), at p =pcr 
(3.13) 
In order to obtain (3.10)-(3.12) it must be shown that the minimum in 
(3.3) is actually attained. Also, at a later stage in the argument WC need 
that the resulting IC( -$ I) is such that 11 lv(t)ll H,,, is continuous on [0, I-*). 
These properties can be established by arguments similar to those in [Ho, 
ABH]. The X+2 orthogonality conditions (3.10) (3.12) arc obtained by 
differentiating the cxprcssion minimized in (3.3) with respect to the 
parameters ;I, 1, J, ,..., y., and setting the resulting expression equal to zero. 
ln deriving (3.12) it is useluul to note that Q is skew-symmetric on L’(R”). 
WC now proceed to use relations (3.10)-(3.12) to obtain a suitable Iower 
bound on the quadratic form in (3.7). First we note 
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~KOP~SITI~~. 3 [we2]. inf{(L.. g, g): (g. g) = 1. R sc~ris,?t’rs (3.1 1 )! = 
c- > 0. 
In the subcritical cast p <p,,.: a metric ps analogous to fib, was used as 
the distance to C!(R). Tt gave rise to the linear relations (3.10) and (3.1 z ). 
Controlling the (L c, c) was therefore handled by Proposition 3, bur 
(3.1Oj was not sufficient to obtain a suitable lower bound for (L , u, u}. 
Following [Be] we therefore first restricted to data & satisfying condition 
(1) of Theorem 1 and then generalized, by a diiation argument, to data or 
arbitrary L2 norm. Imposing this restriction. WC obtained 
(11, fi) = ---; / ,z’ I :, (3.141 
Now the error made by taking 
(u, R) -0 (3. 1.5 )
contributes only to the 0( )I w Il;,i “) terms in (3.7’1. The required Lower 
bound on (I-.+ U; u) was then obtained 2s a consequence of 
Proposition 3.1 or Proposition 4.3 in [We41 which gcneralizcs to includ-c: 
GHO as follows. 
Pl~oPoSITIoY 4. (,a) If-p < per. then 
inf{(L, f:,f‘):J’EH’,(f;f‘)==! md 
,f‘.sall~fiks (3.1 5 ) ) = 0. 
(bJ o-P<P,,, ~lwn 
O<c,~inf((L,+.~;f‘):J’EHi,(,l;f’)-I.~~nd 
f’.SU~iSfi~~.S (3.1Ojund (3.15). 
If p=pcr. then the inlimum in Proposition 4(b) is zero as is seen by 
setting J= constant x QK, which satisfies (3.10) and (3.15 j. Moding out by 
dilations gives the additional condition (3.12) which is sufficient o contro’r 
L_. from below. 
O-cc”: =inf{(f. ,f,J’): (.fiJ’> = 1 
J’.sati.~ficJs (3.10), (3.12), md(3.15)). 
Prmf!f: We carry the proof out for NLS and GKdV. The argument for 
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GBO is similar. By Proposition 4(a), C: > 0. If Cy = 0, then there is an 
r, E H’ and constants x. /I, 7 such that 
12, ,~,=zR+/I.R~~~VR+~[-V.(QVR)+EQR], (3.16) 
whercJ, satisfies (3.10), (3.12), and (3.15). Taking the inner product (3.16) 
with QR, using relations (3.10), (3.12), and (3.15), and 
L,QR= -2R (3.17) 
we have 
O= -2(R.J,) = (QR, L+j,)=y(E IIQRI f.-+ IQVRlif*>). (3.18) 
Therefore, 7 = 0. 11 follows that 
L ., .r, = xR + /I . R4,“‘VR. 
Taking the inner of (3.19) with VR yields /I = 0, implying 
(3.19) 
L ,.f,=slR. (3.20) 
Therefore, .I, = -@2R which contradicts (3.12). Thcreforc j, ~0. It 
follows that C; > 0. 1 
The proof of Theorem 2 is now completed along the lines of [We4, Bo, 
ABH]. We note that since the L’(Rv) norm is invariant under the dilation 
j(x) H i~v~‘2f‘(~.x), we cannot move off the manifold of functions in IY’ 
satisfying condition (1) as is possible in the subcritical cast. In the supcr- 
critical cast, the infinimum in Proposition 4(a) is negative and the ground 
state is unstable [BC, SS, BSS, GSS]. 
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